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•Without using any chemical coating 

technologies, utilizing only water and ceramic 

composites, Nano shine coating forms glass 

shield film for the various objects easily. 

(Patent pending).

The technology for Nano- Shine is developed 

originally as a new car body care coating skill, 

and the way of coating is different from the 

others.

•Once the tap water runs into Nano shine 

equipment which has ceramic complex inside,

Ingredients of Sio2, (can be a composition of 

the membrane,) start to melt down.

The ingredients of Sio2 with electronic charge 

soak into the car body in numerator level and 

forms strong glass shield film which is 

membrane of inorganic 100%.

After the Nano shine coating, which the slight 

thin glass shield films make your car shine like 

a brand new car as before.

Washing your car normally and you can keep 

your car shine.

Also, we produced for the building 

maintenance  coating by the Nano Technology 

which is called ‘Nano Step’.

Efficient of our method for the building 

maintenance is what you can reduce the coat. 

So it will be popular among the building 

maintenance industry.

Coating Business
Glass shield film is formed

By water and ceramic composites
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